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incidental LEARNING VIA
PEDAGOGIC DIALOGUES
byhy emiliocmilioamilio Gj cortezjortez

in addition to a discussion of the pedago-
gic

tical concepts may be subtly featured in
dialogue and its use with young children short teaching dialogues consider the

a list of dialdialogueogue related topics appropriate following examples
for investigation will be presented

A I1 bought seven cookies for lunch
most language teachers agree that the and I1 ate three

dialogue is an effective and established
teaching tool frederick veidt reflects these B how many do you have left
sentiments when he says

A just four
one of the cogent and enduring
manifestations of the evolved em-
phasis

B may I1 have one
on oral activity in foreign

language learning in the last dec-
ade

A sure
has been the utilization of

the dialogue technique 1 A wilfredo you dont look happy

although the dialogue is widely utilized B I1 had fifteen cents and I1 lost a
and often featured in commercially prepared nickel at recess
materials many such dialogues are sorely
lacking in immediate curricular relevance A how much money do you have
this is not to say that material writers are left
impervious to linguistic cultural and peda-
gogic factors when preparing dialogues B just a dime
nevertheless few teaching dialogues real-
istically reflect the language of the elemen-
tary

A maybe maria found your nickel
school classroom or its curricular lets ask her

concerns
A you had four pencils didnt

to help ameliorate this situation it is you
suggested that curriculum writers focus on

B yes I1 didcontent areas within the elementary school
setting drawing from such information the

A but have threenow you onlydevelopment of meaningful and relevant
teaching dialogues is more likely to
transpire B I1 gave one to melanie

A so did VI1 lets ask her about itfor example a chief curricular concern in
elementary school is the content area of

A I1 had five pieces of candymathematics and as such it merits some
but theres threeemphasis in the ESL program mathemalathema now only

I1I1 B maybe you lost them
frederick P veidt the dialogue an

aid to oral production in beginning lan-
guage

A now I1 remember I1 ate two
study modemmodern Langulanguagegge journal at recess
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in the dialogues described the students ables such as age sex culture and
are afforded subtraction practice in an level of language proficiency would

incidental way as well as exposure to key a dialogue approach lose its appeal
phrases such as how many Y how when consistently used over a long
much furthermore many young period of time
children with the situationscan identify me 5 how much instructional time vari-

ablesdepicted which fosters interest and considered should be devotedfacilitates learning to the teaching dialogue
several dialdialogueogue relareiarelatedte d issues will now

6 can of bebe proposed it is hoped that these queries specific points grammar
learned more readily through a dia-
logue

will promote research in which practical
strategies are developed andor empirical approach
data is compiled to resolve the following 7 can dialogues be developed which
questions focus upon difficult pronunciation

1 should dialogues be memorized problems while still maintaining an
appropriateness of language to situa-
tion2 in the preparation of dialogues how if so how which pronunci-
ationmay conflicts between agrammarrammarbammar and problems

context or structure and situation 8 can certain teaching steps be deleted
be resolved can specific strategies in the presentation of the dialogue
be developed to avoid such conflicts while still achieving the same level of

teaching effectiveness
3 after appropriately considering vari-

ables such as age sex culture and the expenditure of effort required to
level of language proficiency what resolve these questions will have been well
would constitute the ideal dia-
logue

spentpent for there can be little doubt that the
length edagogicpedagogpedagogicedagogic

1.1 gic dialogue is a potent teaching aid
hosewhose full potential has yet to be deter-

mined4 after appropriately considering vari




